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An Uncommon Woman 1996

biography of queen victoria s eldest child who married the german emperor frederick iii and whose eldest child became kaiser wilhelm ii and took
his country to war against his mother s native land

Kaiser Wilhelm II New Interpretations 2005-09-15

as assessment of the kaiser s character and its implications on imperial german history

An Uncommon Woman 1995

biography of prussian crown princess vicky queen victoria s eldest daughter who married crown prince frederick of prussia and who gave birth
to kaiser wilhelm ii

Kaiser Wilhelm II 1999-07-22

drawing on a wide range of contemporary sources this biography examines the complex personality of germany s last emperor born in 1859 the
eldest grandchild of queen victoria prince wilhelm was torn between two cultures that of the prussian junker and that of the english liberal
gentleman

Kaiser Wilhelm II 2013-09-13

kaiser wilhelm ii is one of the key figures in the history of twentieth century europe king of prussia and german emperor from 1888 to the
collapse of germany in 1918 and a crucial player in the events that led to the outbreak of world war i following kaiser wilhelm s political
career from his youth at the hohenzollern court through the turbulent peacetime decades of the wilhelmine era into global war and exile the
book presents a new interpretation of this controversial monarch and assesses the impact on germany of his forty year reign

Kaiser Wilhelm II 2014-08-21

this is a concise edition of john r�hl s prize winning three volume biography of kaiser wilhelm ii of germany it sheds new light on the kaiser s
troubled youth his involvement in social and political scandals and his role in foreign policy decisions that led to the outbreak of the first
world war



Young Wilhelm 1998-10-29

john c g r�hl s acclaimed life of kaiser wilhelm ii from his birth in 1859 to his accession to the throne in 1888

The Entourage of Kaiser Wilhelm II, 1888-1918 2004-07-08

this volume analyzes the entourage of the last german kaiser to explain the peculiar decisions taken by germany s leaders from 1888 to
1918

The Last Kaiser 1977

wilhelm ii or william ii german friedrich wilhelm viktor albrecht english frederick william victor albert 27 january 1859 4 june 1941 was the
last german emperor kaiser and king of prussia ruling the german empire and the kingdom of prussia from 15 june 1888 to 9 november 1918 he
was a grandson of the british queen victoria and related to many monarchs and princes of europe crowned in 1888 he dismissed the chancellor
otto von bismarck in 1890 and launched germany on a bellicose new course in foreign affairs that culminated in his support for austria
hungary in the crisis of july 1914 that led to world war i bombastic and impetuous he sometimes made tactless pronouncements on sensitive
topics without consulting his ministers culminating in a disastrous daily telegraph interview that cost him most of his power in 1908 his
generals dictated policy during world war i with little regard for the civilian government an ineffective war leader he lost the support of
the army abdicated in november 1918 and fled to exile in the netherlands wikipedia

Kaiser Wilhelm II 1927

wilhelm ii 1859 1941 king of prussia and german emperor from 1888 to 1918 reigned during a period of unprecedented economic cultural and
intellectual achievement in germany unlike most european sovereigns of his generation wilhelm was no mere figurehead and his imprint on imperial
germany was profound in this book and a second volume historian lamar cecil provides the first comprehensive biography of one of modern
history s most powerful and most misunderstood rulers wilhelm ii prince and emperor 1859 1900 concentrates on wilhelm s youth as cecil
shows the future ruler s anglo german genealogy his education and his subsequent service as an officer in the prussian army proved to be
unfortunate legacies in shaping wilhelm s behavior and ideas throughout his thirty year reign wilhelm s connection with his subjects was
tenuous he surrounded himself with a small coterie of persons drawn from the government the military and elite society most of whom were
valued not for their ability but for their loyalty to the crown they in turn contrived to keep wilhelm isolated from outside influences
learned to be accomplished in catering to his prejudices and strengthened his conviction that the government should be composed only of those
who agreed with him the day to day conduct of germany s affairs was left in the hands of these loyal followers for the kaiser himself did not
at all enjoy work rejoicing instead in pageantry and the superficial trappings of authority he was particular about what he did and what he
read eliminating anything that was unpleasant difficult or tedious he never learned to listen to reason or to make decisions in a sound
informed manner he was customarily inclined to act solely on the basis of his personal feelings many people believed him to be mad even
courtiers who admired wilhelm recognized that he was responsible for the diplomatic embarrassment in which germany found itself by 1914 and



that the kaiser s maladroit behavior endangered the prestige of the hohenzollern crown his is the story of a bizarre and incapable sovereign
who never doubted that he possessed both genius and divine inspiration originally published in 1989 a unc press enduring edition unc press
enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out
of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both
historical and cultural value

Wilhelm II 2017-11-01

this book explores the personification inherent in the notion of wilhelmian germany by investigating the psychological dimension of wilhelm ii s
leadership of the germans despite his historical reputation many germans welcomed the kaiser s leadership the years between 1890 and 1914
were known as the wilhelmian era in germany and even critics of wilhelm ii thought it somehow fitting that he should be the german emperor the
author argues that wilhelm ii s personal needs and the needs of germans in an age of intense nationalism made him the symbol of the nation

Wilhelm II and the Germans 1991-08-01

traces the early years in the life of wilhelm ii german emperor before the first world war focusing on his genealogy education and service as an
officer in the prussian army

Wilhelm II: Emperor and exile, 1900-1941 1989

this final volume of john r�hl s acclaimed biography of kaiser wilhelm ii reveals the kaiser s central role in the origins of the first world war
the book examines the kaiser s part in the boer war the russo japanese war the naval arms race with britain and germany s rivalry with the
united states as well as in the crises over morocco bosnia and agadir it also sheds new light on the public scandals which accompanied his
reign from the allegations of homosexuality made against his intimate friends to the daily telegraph affair above all john r�hl scrutinises the
mounting tension between germany and britain and the increasing pressure the kaiser exerted on his austro hungarian ally from 1912 onwards
to resolve the serbian problem following germany s defeat and wilhelm s enforced abdication he charts the kaiser s bitter experience of exile in
holland and his frustrated hopes that hitler would restore him to the throne

Wilhelm II 2017-03-30

i had intended this to be the story of my father an ordinary man living in an extraordinary turbulent half century which shaped his life and
subsequently mine however when researching my father s life i realise what an extraordinary life my mother had also lived and i want to
incorporate her own tale this is a story that also belongs to my sister and me and tells how we came to be the adults we now are this book
chronicles the family history of angela south s father john louis salter it starts with his army career at 14 years old and how he was
posted at 15 to hong kong and mauritius in ww1 he received the dcm distinguished conduct medal and returned home in 1918 with a french bride
albertine marie john left the army in 1925 qualifying as a civil servant despite his lack of education he settled with his wife in southern



england during the 1920s and 30s in 1937 albertine marie was admitted to a mental asylum for the remainder of her life due to mental
instability during ww2 he worked in whitehall and in 1945 was posted to berlin where he met angela s mother christa who was 20 years old
at the time they returned to england together in 1947 where she studied english and secretarial skills so she could take over as the family
bread winner john and christa married in 1951 after the birth of angela and her younger sister karin my father s and mother s century delves
into angela s childhood through the 1950s and 60s in her somewhat unusual family and reveals how it impacted on herself and karin the book
will appeal to fans of family history biographies and family history

My Father's and Mother's Century 2013-11-01

in a compact but comprehensive and clear narrative this book explores the first world war from a genuinely global perspective putting a
human face on the war william kelleher storey takes into account individual decisions and experiences as well as environmental and
technological factors such as food geography manpower and weapons

The First World War 2020-12-07

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

The Empress Frederick 2009-04

this work is the first major reexamination in english of the rise of the world s pioneer modern research university it presents an authoritative
history of science scholarship and education offering readers a background platform from which to confront looming issues about the future
of higher education systems everywhere but especially in the united states the innovations of the new model university of berlin reached their
highest point of development and influence on foreign adopters of technology transfer under the new german empire before world war i these
innovations were grafted onto and shaped american higher research teaching and professionalization like no other influence in the twentieth
century no previous book in english has described this impressive conscious creation of an institution promoting cutting edge research in fields
from physics and medicine to law and theology combined with the highest standards of active self involved student learning for the higher
professions yet even at the moment its astonishing institutional achievements became the inspiration for the brilliant rise of the american
research university over the last century its own contradictions and limitations were already beginning to appear in the 1920s indeed since
the university of berlin was originally little more than a new reformed german university before 1860 and subsequently faced the
disadvantages of financial ruin of the 1920s and the imposed wreckage of the nazi and east german communist regimes from 1933 to 1990 the
period 1860 1918 is the one of greatest interest for the development of what came to be a world wide model for emulation today when the
entire concept of the elite research university is under attack revisiting its origins in germany should provide stimulus to the debates about
the future of the university not only in north america and europe but in all countries with higher education systems modeled on or influences
by the german or american ones e g australia india the question of whether future innovative science and scholarship should remain coupled



with teaching institutions as in the berlin model can best be explored against the background of the emergence of that model

Berlin, the Mother of All Research Universities 2016-10-27

kaiser wilhelm ii 1859 1941 is one of the most fascinating figures in european history ruling imperial germany from his accession in 1888 to
his enforced abdication in 1918 at the end of the first world war in one slim volume john r�hl offers readers a concise and accessible survey
of his monumental three volume biography of the kaiser and his reign the book sheds new light on wilhelm s troubled youth his involvement in
social and political scandals and his growing thirst for glory which combined with his overwhelming nationalism and passion for the navy
provided the impetus for a breathtaking long term goal the transformation of the german reich into one of the foremost powers in the world
the volume examines the crucial role played by wilhelm as germany s supreme war lord in the policies that led to war in 1914 it concludes by
describing the rabid anti semitism he developed in exile and his efforts to persuade hitler to restore him to the throne

Kaiser Wilhelm II 2014-08-21

the storyteller gathers for the first time the fiction of the legendary critic and philosopher walter benjamin best known for his
groundbreaking studies of culture and literature including illuminations one way street and the arcades project his stories revel in the erotic
tensions of city life cross the threshold between rational and hallucinatory realms celebrate the importance of games and delve into the
peculiar relationship between gambling and fortune telling and explore the themes that defined benjamin the novellas fables histories aphorisms
parables and riddles in this collection are brought to life by the playful imagery of the modernist artist and bauhaus figure paul klee

The Storyteller 2016-07-26

this is the story of samoan women written in their own words sometimes sad often exhilarating and always interesting this is a fascinating
insight into an ancient culture viewed from the perspective of women in an often male dominated society the book tells us much that we may
have already suspected that even in overtly male societies women are powerful

Tamaitai Samoa 1998

as europe enters a new century of unprecedented prosperity many beliefs compete to shape the coming years pacifism nationalism socialism and
other ideas offer a vision of new utopias while older institutions and beliefs struggle to maintain order and relevance four young parisians
are caught up in the sweep of historic events that affect their actions as they try to influence the world they have inherited their ideals
soon clash with older notions more persistent and powerful than imagined as the century progresses the continent faces crises from old
tribal tensions but with each resolution europe appears to draw closer to a new golden age then in the summer of 1914 an unexpected event
draws the continent s most fragile nations into conflict and threatens to undo decades of peace and prosperity the first in a series some damn
fool thing portrays the years leading up to the great war and the people most affected



Some Damn Fool Thing 2017-06-09

whenever the british press wants to attack the royal family they make a jibe about their foreign roots the royals as they say are simply a
posh version of german invaders but did german relatives really influence decisions made by any british monarchs or are they just an imagined
community invented by journalists and historians the royal archives at windsor gave the authors among others john r�hl doyen of 19th
century monarchical history open access to royal correspondences with six german houses hanover prussia mecklenburg coburg hesse and
battenberg

Royal Kinship. Anglo-German Family Networks 1815-1918 2008-12-18

description this book provides a quick glimpse about the life of kaiser wilhelm ii

[Must Read Personalities] A life Story of Kaiser Wilhelm II 2022-06-05

when the kaiser wilhelm institute for anthropology human heredity and eugenics opened its doors in 1927 it could rely on wide political
approval in 1933 the institute and its founding director eugen fischer came under pressure to adjust which they were able to ward off
through selbstgleichschaltung auto coordination the third reich brought about a mutual beneficial servicing of science and politics with
their research into hereditary health and racial policies the institute s employees provided the brownshirt rulers with legitimating grounds
this volume traces the history of the kaiser wilhelm institute for anthropology human heredity and eugenics between democracy and
dictatorship attention is turned to the haunting transformation of the research program the institute s integration into the national and
international science panorama and its relationship to the ruling power the volume also confronts the institute s interconnection to the
political crimes of nazi germany terminating in bestial medical crimes

The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics, 1927-1945
2008-01-14

behind every leader is an instructive life story it often promotes a public image that inspires others to live by it and sometimes even to live or
to die for it as leadership qualities and image issues gain significance in the public discourse the psychological study of leadership is a critical
factor in any discussion with its trenchant insights into leaders past and present the leader psychological essays second edition updates a
pioneering text in this field and provides a solid basis for ongoing dialogue on this important subject within the context of the ever evolving
disciplines of psychoanalysis and psychodynamics this thought provoking volume examines the lives of several prominent leaders from ancient
greece through the start of the 21st century the authors explore how these leaders imposed their individual missions and mystiques on
others thereby fulfilling and sometimes creating distinct needs in their followers the volume brings into vivid focus issues with the potential
for devastating consequences on the global stage coverage includes biblical times ancient greeks and the seeds of leadership lincoln during
the 1850s leading a dividing nation thomas a kohut on kaiser wilhelm ii and the german national character george w bush atonement



redemption narratives and the american dream bin laden man and myth a study of paranoid leadership and its implications for future politics
and policy this must have second edition is indispensable reading for researchers professors and graduate students across many disciplines
including political psychology psychoanalysis history and political science psychiatry anthropology and personality and social
psychology it is important reading for anyone with an interest in the life stories of leaders past and present and how they affect our world
even long after they are gone

The Leader 2011-05-24

first published in 1996 this text provides an introduction to the historical and cultural context of sartre and his work it explores and
explains the conflicting critical reactions to sartre s work a glossary of critical terms and cultural references provides background
information

Sartre 2014-09-19

could anastasia have survived over a century has passed since tsar nicholas ii family and retinue were said to have been executed by cheka
forces in the city of yekaterinburg in the russian urals historians theologians revered mavens of romanovia all reiterate sacrosanct versions
of the event immortalized in writing stage and film depictions however the russian orthodox church still hedges at the time of this writing
about giving a definitive declaration of whose bones they possess and how history should be written persistent rumors that anastasia
perhaps with alexei had survived seem to fit the standard of occam s razor it is the easiest even if the most rejected most vilified and most
unfathomable answer evgenia smetisko defies denial mr robert bob schmitt an early founder of visual face recognition vfr announced after 2d
3d analyses anastasia and she are obviously the same woman the reader will be intrigued to learn about the author s journey to uncover
smetisko s identity and enlightened to read her own memoirs included in this book her life prior to the revolution subsequent exile deprivation
escape hardships the strength of her faith and commitment to life will embolden readers in our equally perilous times

Grand Duchess Anastasia 2024-04-02

this book offers evidence for the first time that those responsible for the whitechapel murders were members of a hit team associated with a
centuries old european occult confederacy dedicated to human sacrifice this was first mooted by jim keith in his 1993 book secret and
suppressed and then corroborated in the private papers of a monsignor who carried out intelligence work for pope pius x in the run up to the
outbreak of global conflict in 1914 the priest told of the existence of a vatican based cabal of assassins known to its members by the maxim
dead men carry no tales formed by the infamous borgias that is in alliance with a teuton occult group formed in the 9th century it was from
within this unholy alliance that assassins travelled to london to carry out the ripper murders to solve a sticky problem for the british
royal family keith s vatican informant part of the substantiation for this evidence derives from joseph farrell in his recent hess and the
penguins book for aup the evidence also substantiates keith s informant s astonishing claim that the assassins came together in a conference in
basle in 1897 to put the building blocks together for national socialism and to prepare the blueprint for the holocaust for the first time
also the book substantiates a new line of research that suggests that the work of key figures from america and britain within the nineteenth



century s highly influential and richly funded bible revision movement was associated with the grisly events in london s east end during 1888
s autumn of terror topics include mr splitfoot whitechapel martha hpb polly the occult underground dark annie the occult establishment
long liz the lady with the lilacs from lilacs to violets mary kelly baconalia rothschild s bible basle 1897 through the looking glass more

Jack the Ripper's New Testament 2019-09-12

new york city native mary esther lee 1837 1914 first married in 1864 the prince von noer brother of the queen of denmark and was created a
princess in her own right after his death an active philanthropist to protestant causes she then married count alfred von waldersee whose
close ties to the prussian court made her an intimate friend of kaiser wilhelm ii and a mentor and valued friend to his young wife although she
preferred to remain in the background mary s influence caused intense jealousy by those at court who resented her friendship with the kaiser
and kaiserin this biography chronicles the remarkable life of an american woman whose wealth and influence enabled her to rise to power in the
prussian royal court

The Kaiser's Confidante 2017-01-16

the fondiller gennis and related families originated in and near riga latvia in the baltic states the various branches emigrated to the united
states and settled in new york descendants live throughout the united states

Mother's Family 1992

this 2001 book examines the role of european royal families in diplomacy before the first world war

Royalty and Diplomacy in Europe, 1890-1914 2007-07-26

the first biography of the enigmatic dadaist known as the baroness elsa von freytag loringhoven elsa von freytag loringhoven 1874 1927 is
considered by many to be the first american dadaist as well as the mother of dada an innovator in poetic form and an early creator of junk
sculpture the baroness was best known for her sexually charged often controversial performances some thought her merely crazed others
thought her a genius the editor margaret anderson called her perhaps the only figure of our generation who deserves the epithet
extraordinary yet despite her great notoriety and influence until recently her story and work have been little known outside the circle of
modernist scholars in baroness elsa irene gammel traces the extraordinary life and work of this daring woman viewing her in the context of
female dada and the historical battles fought by women in the early twentieth century striding through the streets of berlin munich new york
and paris wearing such adornments as a tomato soup can bra teaspoon earrings and black lipstick the baroness erased the boundaries between
life and art between the everyday and the outrageous between the creative and the dangerous her art objects were precursors to dada
objects of the teens and twenties her sound and visual poetry were far more daring than those of the male modernists of her time and her
performances prefigured feminist body art and performance art by nearly half a century



Baroness Elsa 2003-08-29

levin examines what therapists can do to help the victims of narcissistic wounds to integrate mourn and heal them he shows the nature of the
injuries to each party and considers ways to minimize them since treatment itself can seem an injury to both patient and therapist

Slings and Arrows 1995-04-01

in rethinking german history first published in 1987 richard j evans argues for a social historical approach to the german past that pays
equal attention to objective social structures and subjective values and experiences if german history has been seen as an exception to the
normal development of western society this is not least because historians have until recently largely failed to look beyond the world of
high politics institutions organizations and ideologies to broader historical problems of german society and german mentalities by applying
and adapting approaches learned from french and british social history as they have been developed over the last quarter of a century it is
possible to achieve a rethinking of german history which does away with many of the textbook myths that have encrusted the historiogrpahy
of germany for so long this book will be valuable for students of german history and politics and brings together essays widely used in
teaching its broad coverage of social history will also be useful to all those interested in contemporary historiography or the comparative
study of european history

Rethinking German History (Routledge Revivals) 2015-08-11

a personal and political analysis of the reign of kaiser wilhelm ii using new archival sources

The Kaiser and His Court 1996-06-27

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when congress
is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and
proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe
1833 1873

Congressional Record 1918

shortlisted for the james tait black prize an electrifying revelatory new biography of d h lawrence with a focus on his difficult middle years
never trust the teller wrote d h lawrence trust the tale everyone who knew him told stories about lawrence and lawrence told stories
about everyone he knew he also told stories about himself again and again a pioneer of autofiction no writer before lawrence had made so
permeable the border between life and literature in burning man the trials of d h lawrence acclaimed biographer frances wilson tells a new
story about the author focusing on his decade of superhuman writing and travel between 1915 when the rainbow was suppressed following



an obscenity trial and 1925 when he was diagnosed with tuberculosis taking after lawrence s own literary model dante and adopting the
structure of the divine comedy burning man is a distinctly lawrentian book one that pursues lawrence around the globe and reflects his life of
wild allegory eschewing the confines of traditional biography it offers a triptych of lesser known episodes drawn from lesser known sources
including tales of lawrence as told by his friends in letters memoirs and diaries focusing on three turning points in lawrence s pilgrimage his
crises in cornwall italy and new mexico and three central adversaries his wife frieda the writer maurice magnus and his patron mabel dodge
luhan wilson uncovers a lesser known lawrence both as a writer and as a man strikingly original superbly researched and always
revelatory burning man is a marvel of iconoclastic biography with flair and focus wilson unleashes a distinct perspective on one of history s
most beloved and infamous writers

Burning Man 2021-08-17

this is the untold story of how some of germany s top aristocrats contributed to hitler s secret diplomacy during the third reich providing a
direct line to their influential contacts and relations across europe especially in britain where their contacts included the press baron and
daily mail owner lord rothermere and the future king edward viii using previously unexplored sources from britain germany the netherlands the
czech republic and the usa karina urbach unravels the story of top level go betweens such as the duke of coburg grandson of queen victoria
and the seductive stephanie von hohenlohe who rose from a life of poverty in vienna to become a princess and an intimate of adolf hitler as
urbach shows coburg and other senior aristocrats were tasked with some of germany s most secret foreign policy missions from the first
world war onwards culminating in their role as hitler s trusted go betweens as he readied germany for conflict during the 1930s and later in
the second world war tracing what became of these high level go betweens in the years after the nazi collapse in 1945 from prominent media
careers to sunny retirements in marbella the book concludes with an assessment of their overall significance in the foreign policy of the third
reich

Go-Betweens for Hitler 2015-07-23

from the author of triage and searching for augusta comes a history of love hate jealousy and revenge between brothers and sisters during
times of war through the ages journey back through time to discover remarkable accounts of parents who waved off their sons and
daughters never knowing if they would ever see them again one mother saw no less than ten of her sons between the ages of eighteen and thirty
seven dispatched to the frontline in the first world war the biggest real band of brothers that ever served their country but to discover
how many made it back and who this dear lady was you will have to read the rest war is completely indiscriminate when it comes to inflicting
suffering and heartbreak on families particularly when one s own blood takes up arms to fight with and in some cases against their own kin
these stories recount some of the prime examples of families divided and united in some of the direst conflict when british police discovered the
body of a dead woman who locals knew as the crazy cat lady they found a small bundle of possessions that revealed a truly incredible
story of two amazing sisters who served behind enemy lines as elite special operations agents soe during world war ii



Blood Is Thicker than War 2022-09-06
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